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Section I: 
Introduction 
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By their very nature and purpose, some leaver records data validation indicators may identify one or more LEAs 
that are collecting and reporting accurate data. Confirming the accuracy of data is a critical part of the process 
necessary to validate and safeguard the integrity of the overall PBM system. As such, the process LEAs engage 
in to either validate the accuracy of their data or determine that erroneous data were submitted is fundamental 
to the integrity of the entire system. 

Many LEAs initially identified through a leaver records data validation indicator will be able to confirm the 
accuracy of their data. This is expected and should be handled by those LEAs as a routine data c
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3. Use of Leaver Reason Codes by LEAs with No Dropouts 
4. Use of One or More Leaver Reason Codes 
5. Use of Certain Leaver Reason Dropout Codes 
6. Missing UID1 Enrollment Tracking Submission (First day of school through September 9, 2022) 
7. Missing UID Enrollment Tracking Submissions (2021-2022 Reporting Year) 
8. Continuing Students’ Dropout Rate (Class of 2020), as of Fall 2021 

 
Data Sources 

 
The Texas Student Data System (TSDS) is a statewide system for collecting and reporting education data. TSDS 
is a major TEA initiative that expanded on the former Public Education Information Management System 
(PEIMS). As specified by TEC §48.008, LEAs are required to submit data on student demographics, academic 
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• PDM1-124-002: Dropout Roster 
• PDM1-321-001: Presumed Underreported Students List 

 
In addition, the annual report, Secondary School Completion and Dropouts in Texas Public Schools, is a 
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Leaver Records Data Validation Indicator #1: Leaver Data Analysis 

This indicator evaluates the change in LEAs’ dropout rates in relation to several components of interrelated 
data, including dropouts, graduates, other leavers, and underreported students. 

Calculation 

Dropout rates are affected by a variety of interrelated data, and a comprehensive analysis of those data is an 
effective way to evaluate the different factors that may have contributed to an LEA’s change in dropout rates 
over time. 

While not exhaustive, the list below identifies key components analyzed under this indicator. 

LEAs with dropout rate decreases accompanied primarily by increases in other leavers, underreported students, 
or other anomalous data may be identified by this indicator. LEAs with reported increases in other leavers 
during the time periods evaluated should carefully analyze, and be able to validate, their use of leaver reason 
codes 16, 60, 81, and 82 in particular. However, depending on the specific LEA’s data, other leaver reason codes 
may also be relevant for analysis and validation. (See Appendix A for a complete list of leaver reason codes.) 
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Leaver Records Data Validation Indicator #2: Underreported Students 

This indicator identifies LEAs exceeding the state standard for the count of or percent of underreported students. 

 
Calculation 

 
1. LEA count of underreported students: 

 
 

 
2. LEA percent of underreported students: 

 
 

Minimum Size Requirements 
• Numerator ≥ 5 underreported students (count) and at least 0.7% (rate). 

Notes 
• An LEA is identified under this indicator if it exceeds one or both of the following standards: 

o Count of underreported students: 75. 
o Percent of underreported students: 1.3%. 
o The list of underreported students for 2020-2021 is available to LEAs through the Accountability TEAL 

application (Research & Analysis tab). 

          Number of 2020-2021 students in Grades 7-
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Leaver Records Data Validation Indicator #3: Use of Leaver Reason Codes by 
LEAs with No Dropouts 

This indicator identifies LEAs with no dropouts and a potentially anomalous use of certain leaver reason codes. 

              
Calculation 

 
 

Minimum Size Requirements 
• Denominator ≥ 10 
• Numerator ≥ 5 

 
Notes 
• The percent leaver code usage is calculated collectively across the following leaver reason codes: 16, 24, 

60, 81, and 82. 
• Use of these leaver reason codes may be the result of accurate reporting of leaver data by LEAs identified 

by this indicator. Validation of accurate data is a critical safeguard that helps ensure the integrity of the 
overall PBM system. 

               Number of 2020-2021 students in Grades 7-12 reported with a leaver reason code 16, 24, 60, 81, and 82 

    Number of 2020-2021 students in Grades 7-12 reported with any non-graduate, non-dropout leaver reason code 
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Leaver Records Data Validation Indicator #5: Use of Certain Leaver Reason 
Dropout Codes 

This indicator identifies LEAs with a potentially anomalous use of one or more leaver reason dropout codes. 

              
Calculation 

 
 

 
 
 

Minimum Size Requirements 
• Denominator ≥ 10 
• Numerator ≥ 3 

 
Notes 
• New! The percent leaver reason dropout code usage is calculated individually for leaver reason dropout 

codes 20, 88, and 89.   
• New! The Minimum Size Requ.7 ( r)-1.7 (e)- Tc dw 12 0 0 12 7]TJ
/TT6 1 Tf
0.00w ( ).002 Tw -2.443 -1.22ad





https://www.texasstudentdatasystem.org/TSDS/TEDS/1920A/TEDS_Section_9_Unique_ID_Specifications
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Leaver Records Data Validation Indicator #8: Continuing Students’ Dropout 
Rate (Class of 2020), as of Fall 2021 

https://tea.texas.gov/reports-and-data/school-performance/accountability-research/completion-graduation-and-dropout/completion-graduation-and-dropout-reports
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Section III: 
Appendices 
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https://tealprod.tea.state.tx.us/TWEDS/94/0/0/0/CodeTable/List/13604
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Appendix: B – Brief Descriptions of District Type Classifications, 2020-2021 
 
Brief descriptions of district type classifications can be found on the District Type web page.   

 

Type Descriptions 

Major Urban 

A district is classified as major urban if: (a) it is located in a county with a population of at least 1,050,000; (b) its 
enrollment is the largest in the county or at least 70 percent of the largest district enrollment in the county; and (c) at least 
35 percent of enrolled students are economically disadvantaged. A student is reported as economically disadvantaged if 
he or she is eligible for free or reduced-price meals under the National School Lunch and Child Nutrition Program. 
Example: Austin ISD (227901). 

Major Suburban 

A district is classified as major suburban if: (a) it does not meet the criteria for classification as major urban; (b) it is 
contiguous to a major urban district; and (c) its enrollment is at least 3 percent that of the largest contiguous major urban 
district or at least 4,500 students. A district also is classified as major suburban if: (a) it does not meet the criteria for 
classification as major urban; (b) it is not contiguous to a major urban district; (c) it is located in the same county as a 
major urban district; and (d) its enrollment is at least 15 percent that of the largest major urban district in the county or at 
least 4,500 students. Examples:  Castleberry ISD (220917) and Goose Creek CISD (101911).  

Other Central City 
A district is classified as other central city if: (a) it does not meet the criteria for classification in either of the previous 
subcategories; (b) it is not contiguous to a major urban district; (c) it is located in a county with a population of between 
100,000 and 1,049,999; and (d) its enrollment is the largest in the county or at least 70 percent of the largest district 
enrollment in the county. Examples: Brownsville ISD (031901) and La Joya ISD (108912). 

Other Central City 
Suburban 

A district is classified as other central city suburban if: (a) it does not meet the criteria for classificat.7 (r)0.9 (o)est maj4 (ated i)-1.5 (n a c)5H1.4 (t i)-04 

https://tea.texas.gov/reports-and-data/school-data/campus-and-district-type-data-search
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Appendix: C – ESC Contacts 

ESC Results Driven Accountability Contacts that assist with data validation can be found on the AskTED web 
page, using the Search RESCs function. 
 

Full Name Region City Phone Email Address 
Tammie Garcia 1 Edinburg (956) 984-6173 tgarcia@esc1.net 

Cristina Sandoval 2 Corpus Christi (361) 561-8454 cristina.sandoval@esc2.us 
 

Missy Klimitchek 
 

3 
 

Victoria 
(361) 573-0731 
ext:115 

 
mklimitchek@esc3.net 

 
Monica Jones 

 
3 

 
Victoria 

(361) 573-0731 
ext:250 

 
mjones@esc3.net 

 
Kenda Matson 

 
3 

 
Victoria 

(361) 573-0731 
ext:321 

 
KMatson@esc3.net 

Angel Lozano 4 Houston (713) 744-6596 angel.lozano@esc4.net 

Danette Thornton 4 Houston (713) 744-6578 danette.thornton@esc4.net 

Monelle Rougeau 4 Houston (713) 744-6581 monelle.rougeau@esc4.net 

Monica Mahfouz 5 Beaumont (409) 951-1702 mmahfouz@esc5.net 

Ana Deter 6 Huntsville (936) 435-8247 adeter@esc6.net 

Dr Steve Johnson 6 Huntsville (936) 435-8290 sjohnson@esc6.net 

Jan Oatess 6 Huntsville (936) 435-8207 joatess@esc6.net 

Maribel Perez 6 Huntsville (936) 435-8233 mperez@esc6.net 

https://tea.texas.gov/AskTED
mailto:tgarcia@esc1.net
mailto:mjones@esc3.net
mailto:KMatson@esc3.net
mailto:angel.lozano@esc4.net
mailto:danette.thornton@esc4.net
mailto:monelle.rougeau@esc4.net
mailto:mmahfouz@esc5.net
mailto:adeter@esc6.net
mailto:sjohnson@esc6.net
mailto:joatess@esc6.net
mailto:mperez@esc6.net
mailto:sgarcia@esc6.net
mailto:bnesmith@esc6.net
mailto:bberan@esc7.net
mailto:selledge@reg8.net
mailto:lbeles@reg8.net
mailto:hmcgregor@reg8.net
mailto:wsnyder@reg8.net
mailto:kbowles@reg8.net
mailto:amy.blackwell@esc9.net
mailto:micki.wesley@esc9.net
mailto:holly.hawkins@esc9.net
mailto:kara.fluty@esc9.net
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Full Name Region City Phone Email Address 
Melissa Shaw 10 Richardson (972) 348-1210 
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Texas Education Agency  
1701 North Congress Avenue 

Austin, Texas 78701-1494 
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